Subcommittee on Subject Access
Annual Report
1997

Harriette Hemmasi, Chair; Dan Cherubin, Michael Colby (to 3/97), Mark Germer, Russell Hodges, Amanda Maple, Geraldine Ostrove, Taras Pavlovsky, Brad Young

Summary of Year's Activities:

Activities of the Subject Access Subcommittee members during 1996-97 include:

- Review of IFLA documentation and review of new music rules in German
- A literature search relating to subject access user studies with the ultimate goal to generate end-user study of use of music subject headings
- Participation in development of SAS web page
- Continued review of FOLK SONGS headings with the goal of generating list of recommendations to LC
- Generation of a guide on how to search for ethnic music in print and online catalogs
- Review of terminology and musical examples of form of notation with possible goal of suggesting these to LC as candidate form subdivisions.
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